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Abstract

Hybrid Intelligence (HI) is the combination of human and machine intelligence, expanding human intellect instead of replacing it. In HI scenarios, inconsistencies in knowledge bases (KBs) can occur for a variety of reasons. These include shifting preferences, user’s motivation and or external conditions (for example, available resources and environment can vary over time). Argumentation is a potential method to address such inconsistencies as it provides a mechanism for reasoning with conflicting information, with natural explanations that are understandable to humans. In this paper, we investigate the capabilities of Argumentation in representing and reasoning about knowledge of both human and artificial agents in the presence of inconsistency. Moreover, we show how Argumentation enables Explainability for addressing problems in Decision-Making and Justification of an opinion. In order to investigate the applicability of Argumentation in HI scenarios, we demonstrate a mapping of two specific HI scenarios to Argumentation problems. We analyse to what extent of Argumentation is applicable by clarifying the practical inconsistency types of the HI scenarios that Argumentation can address. These include inconsistencies related to recommendations and decision making. We then model particularly the presentation of conflicting information for each scenario based on the form of argument representation.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems are being applied in a variety of real-life situations. In recent years, AI applications are starting to go beyond machine reasoning by creating Hybrid Intelligence (HI) systems\textsuperscript{1} to allow the combination of human and machine intelligence. Researchers have started to investigate how to integrate human and machines rather than using AI to replace human intelligence [2, 3]. In HI settings, artificial and human agents work together in complex environments. Such environments are rarely static. For example, preferences can shift, user’s

\textsuperscript{1}According to one definition, Hybrid Intelligence is “...the combination of human and machine intelligence, augmenting human intellect and capabilities instead of replacing them and achieving goals that were unreachable by either humans or machines” [1]. The work is a part of Hybrid Intelligence project.
motivation or external conditions (available resources and environment) can vary over time, etc.

We outline various potential scenarios as motivating examples, which are mentioned in Section 3.1. These motivating examples illustrate the challenges in modeling knowledge of HI scenarios. In particular, knowledge of humans and artificial agents from such scenarios is likely to give rise to inconsistency due to heterogeneous data source integration and evolution, the change of preferences, and the change of the user’s situation and wishes. Thus, the presence of inconsistency in many different HI scenarios has become a challenge for KRR.

Argumentation has become an essential paradigm for Knowledge Representation and, especially, for reasoning from contradictory information, for formalizing the exchange of arguments between agents in, e.g., negotiation and for commonsense reasoning, logic programming, legal reasoning and decision making. The advantages of Argumentation are that it suitably can represent anything from input data, e.g. categorical data and pixels in an image, to knowledge, e.g. rules, to problem formalisations, e.g. planning, scheduling or decision making models, to outputs, e.g. classifications, recommendations, or logical inference [4, 5]; it has strong explainability capabilities that allow users to understand the rationale of a decision, predictions or query answers through argumentation based explanations [6]. This flexibility and wide-ranging applicability has led to a multitude of methods for the application of argumentation in AI systems. However, it is notable that the existing works still have their limitations, i.e. they do not account for KRR in different HI scenarios.

To best our knowledge, modeling and reasoning in inconsistent knowledge bases w.r.t. HI systems is still a great challenge, especially in the context of human interaction, dynamic knowledge and preferences. Moreover, considering whether argumentation-based explanations make an HI system friendlier and more trustworthy to users has not been completely investigated [7]. We here address the following research challenges:

• C1. Where do inconsistencies exist in the knowledge of HI scenarios?
• C2. What are reasons for the inconsistency?
• C3. What are the capabilities of Argumentation in representing and reasoning knowledge of HI scenarios in the presence of inconsistencies?
• C4. How can Argumentation enable Explainability in HI scenarios?

In order to address the research challenges, this study provides an overview over the topics of Argumentation and KRR in HI scenarios in the presence of inconsistencies. For this purpose, we show for two specific and real-world HI scenarios how Argumentation can be used. For each project scenario, we clarify the practical inconsistency types of the HI scenarios that Argumentation solves, and model particularly the presentation of conflicting information for each scenario based on the form of argument representation. Then, we construct an argumentation tree as a dialectical dialogue to allow interaction between humans and agents.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We outline potential HI scenarios in two different application domain. These HI scenarios are real world HI scenarios from sub-projects of Hybrid Intelligence project (https://www.hybrid-intelligence-centre.nl/). Based on using qualitative data analysis methods, for each scenario, we show whether inconsistencies exist in the knowledge of HI scenarios and reasons leading to the inconsistencies. These contributions address C1 and C2.
• We demonstrate the capabilities of Argumentation in representation and reasoning inconsistent knowledge base (KB) of HI scenarios. For this purpose, we study whether the representation of inconsistent KB maps into Argumentation Framework (AF) w.r.t the HI scenarios. This contribution addresses C3.

• We show how Argumentation can enable Explainability in the HI systems, for solving various types of problems in decision-making and justification of an opinion. The final contribution deals with C4.

2. State of the art in Argumentation

In this section, we present related works in term of Argumentation. Our intention is to provide an overview of related work in the field of Argumentation w.r.t. its capabilities and implementations in AI systems. Moreover, most existing works in this section focus on use-cases (scenarios) where knowledge of human and artificial agents is static. These works have not fully investigated modelling real general knowledge in which human and artificial agents work together in HI scenarios where complex environments of the HI scenarios are rarely static (e.g. conflicting information may result from shifting preferences, user aspects or changing over time). Our work aims to fill this gap, namely, we investigate to what extent these techniques can also be used for KRR in the context of HI scenarios.

Argumentation is becoming one of the main mechanisms for solving reasoning problems with conflicting information. Most of the research efforts in the area have focused on the development of reasoning technologies based on the original Dung’s foundational work on abstract argumentation theory [8, 9, 10]. Calegari et al. [9, 10] sketch a vision of explainability of intelligent systems. In particular, they show how argumentation could be combined with different extensions of logic programming - namely, abduction, inductive logic programming, and probabilistic logic programming – to address the issues of explainable AI as well as some ethical concerns about AI. They then present Arg2P, a logic-based argumentation framework for defeasible reasoning and agent conversation, particularly suitable for explaining agent intelligent behaviours in the domain of computable law for autonomous vehicles. In some recent works, the authors place themselves in various argumentation frameworks to provide a useful platform for representing and reasoning with maximally consistent subsets of knowledge bases (KB) in propositional logic [11, 12, 13], in inconsistent ontological KBs [14, 15, 16] and in paraconsistent logics [17].

Another argumentation-based approaches recently have centered on formalizing legal reasoning, commonsense reasoning, decision-making and the exchange of arguments between agents in negotiation. Regarding legal reasoning, Prakken et al. provide a formalization of legal reasoning with cases into Argumentation Theory [18, 19, 20]. In the first two studies, the main idea is that the legal case is first given to the ASPIC framework that tries to produce defeasible rules, which are considered as arguments. Namely, the procedure of translating logical rules into arguments. The author proposes to represent legal cases as Dispute Trees and shows how an admissible argument is selected. In the later study, Sklar and Azhar [20] consider legal reasoning as an interchange between two or more agents based on Label-Based Argumentation Framework. The most crucial aspect of the work is the meta-level argumentation semantics. The authors introduce
a set of logic rules with preferences that can be implemented in a Label-Based Argumentation Framework and change the procedure of how an admissible argument is derived. An approach to empower commonsense reasoning and make it more explainable with Argumentation is given in [21]. Botschen et al. investigate whether external knowledge of event-based frames and fact-based entities can contribute to decomposing an argument as stated in the Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus (ARC) task. In the ARC task, the system must find the correct cause that derives a claim given some data. It is similar to finding the warrant of an argument in Hunter’s argumentation model [22]. Using Argumentation-Based Dialogues (ABD) to explain an opinion can be the most natural method of providing an explanation [23, 24]. The common idea of the studies is to analyse protocols to purchase negotiations using ADG. In the context where people or agents in a dialogue have an ostensible purpose, but their own goals or the goals of the other participants may not be consistent with this purpose. The negotiation protocols are proposed to allow the agents to perform negotiations in order to find the winning participant and to explain in more detail how the winner reached a decision.

Argumentation is highly related to Decision-Making. Indeed, the contributions of Argumentation can be support or opposition of a decision, reasoning for a decision, tackling KBs with inconsistency, and recommendations [25]. Several works with applications in recommendation systems (RSs) make use of Argumentation to support for explaining the result of decision-making. Several RSs have been built with DeLP as the main recommendation and explanation engine. One is that of [26] for the movie domain, handling incomplete and contradictory information and using a comparison criterion to solve conflicting situations. Another is introduced by [27], deploying DeLP to provide a hybrid RS in an educational setting, using argumentation to differentiate between different techniques for generating recommendations. Other approaches deploy other forms of AFs. For example, [28] provides argumentation-based review aggregations for movie recommendations and conversational explanations extracted from QBA frameworks, in turn, extracted from reviews by natural language processing.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Hybrid Intelligence

We will first briefly introduce the concept of Hybrid Intelligence. According to one definition introduced in [1], "Hybrid Intelligence is the combination of human and machine intelligence, expanding human intellect instead of replacing it. HI takes human expertise and intentionality into account when making meaningful decisions and perform appropriate actions, together with ethical, legal and societal values”. Then Hybrid Intelligent systems is a potential approach to Artificial Intelligence, which considers humans at the centre to change the course of the ongoing AI revolution. In the following example, we outline potential scenarios that illustrate the use of HI (namely, health care, assistants) in demonstrating its potential, and the challenges that the HI systems have been facing.

One example of a HI setting can be in Digital Assistants. In the example, an HI system can provide an application where agents can assist employees in calendar scheduling within a company. Assume that the employees do not know the calendars of other agents. The agents can change their calendar due to some reasons such as personal reasons, an urgent workplace matter,
etc. Then, the employees might get conflicting proposals at the same time. Moreover, actions like rescheduling or denying meetings must be explained to the user. Providing explanation functionalities is indeed necessary to allow the user to understand the rationale of a decision or prediction, so as to choose whether trust them or disregard them.

3.2. Argumentation

We briefly recall the notion of Abstract Argumentation Framework (AF) and related definitions, which are originally introduced by Dung [8].

Abstract Argumentation Framework. An abstract argumentation is a pair \( \mathcal{A} = (\text{Arg}, \text{Att}) \) where \( \text{Arg} \) is the set of arguments, and \( \text{Att} \subseteq \text{Arg} \times \text{Arg} \) is the attacking relation i.e., \( (A, B) \in \text{Att} \) means \( A \) attacks \( B \).

Extensions. Semantics of AAF are specific subsets of arguments, which are defined from the aforementioned properties. Let \( \mathcal{A} = (\text{Arg}, \text{Att}) \) be an AAF and \( M \subseteq \text{Arg} \). We say that:

(1) \( M \) is an admissible extension if \( M \) is conflict-free and defends each argument in it. (2) \( M \) is a complete extension (cmp) if \( M \) is an admissible extension containing all arguments that it defends. (3) \( M \) is a preferred extension (prf) if \( M \) is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) admissible extension. (4) \( M \) is a stable extension (stb) if \( M \) is a conflict-free and attacks every argument which is not in it. (5) \( M \) is a grounded extension (grd) if \( M \) is a minimal (w.r.t. set inclusion) complete extension. We refer to an extension under a semantics \( S \in \{ \text{stb}, \text{prf}, \text{cmp}, \text{grd} \} \) also as \( S \)-extension.

Acceptance. In order to evaluate the arguments, two types of acceptance are introduced in terms of their extensions: the sceptical and credulous acceptance. We say that an argument \( A \) is sceptically (credulously) accepted w.r.t. a semantic \( S \) iff it is in all extensions (at least one extension) under \( S \).

Example 1. Let us consider an AF \( \mathcal{A} = (\text{Arg}, \text{Att}) \) where \( \text{Arg} = \{a, b, c, d, e\} \) and \( \text{Att} = \{(e, e), (d, e), (d, c), (c, d), (c, b), (a, b)\} \), illustrated in Figure 1. We can make the following observations: The admissible extensions are \( \{a\}, \{c\}, \{d\}, \{a, d\}, \{a, c\} \) and \( \emptyset \). The complete extensions are \( \{a\}, \{a, c\}, \{a, d\} \) and \( \emptyset \). The preferred extensions are \( \{a, c\} \) and \( \{a, d\} \). The stable extension is \( \{a, d\} \). The grounded extension is \( \{a\} \).

In abstract argumentation, any information which may be in dialectical relationships of disagreement (attack) with other information may be considered to be an argument, and arguments (according to this loose interpretation of the term) typically have a negative or positive impact on the acceptability of arguments they attack. In this spirit, we recall the notion of the argumentation
An argumentation tree called a dispute tree is a description of how these arguments are defended or attacked. Based on argumentation trees, a dialogical process of explanation is described as follows:

**Dialogical explanation.** A dialogical process of explanation is a two-person argument game between a proponent and an opponent. The proponent and the opponent are engaged in an argumentation dialogue of a sequence of moves. The dialogue starts by the proponent with an initial argument. Then, the opponent presents an argument (or a set of arguments) that attacks the initial argument of the proponent. Next, the proponent tries to avoid this attack and reinstate the query by using another argument which is not attacked by the opponent. The opponent tries to extend the previous set of attackers so that it attacks all the initial arguments advanced so far. When the opponent fails to extend the set, it retraces back and chooses another set of attackers and continues the dialogue from thereafter. By doing so, the opponent is trying to construct a set of arguments that attacks all the initial argument.

We recall the notion of **Structured Argumentation Framework (SAF)** as an extension of Abstract Argumentation Framework, which is proposed [14]. SAF represents the arguments in the form of logical rules and the attack relations capture the contrary information between the arguments. First, we need to define some concepts. A KB $\mathcal{K} = \{\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{R}\}$ where $\mathcal{F}$ is a set of facts, $\mathcal{C}$ is set of negative constraints, and $\mathcal{R}$ is a set of rules which follow the general form: $R: a \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_n$ (claim $\leftarrow$ premise). Then, we recall the definition of SAF.

**Structured Argumentation Framework.** Let $\mathcal{K} = (\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{C})$ be a KB. The corresponding SAF is the pair $(\text{Arg}', \text{Att}')$ such that an argument $A \in \text{Arg}'$ is a tuple $(H, C)$ with $H$ a non-empty $\mathcal{R}$-consistent subset of $\mathcal{F}$ and $C$ a set of facts s.t. (1) $C \subseteq SAT(H)$ and (2) there is no $H_0 \subset H$ s.t. $C \subseteq SAT(H_0)$. The support $H$ of an argument $A$ is denoted by $\text{Supp}(A)$ and the conclusion $C$ by $\text{Conc}(A)$. A attacks $B$, denoted by $(A, B) \in \text{Att}'$ iff there exists $\alpha \in \text{Supp}(B)$ s.t. $\text{Conc}(A) \cup \{\alpha\}$ is $\mathcal{R}$-inconsistent, where $SAT(H)$ is called the saturation of a set of facts $H$.

### 4. Mapping HI scenarios to AF

In this section, we show how the capabilities of argumentation can support representing and reasoning conflicting knowledge bases in HI use-cases (scenarios). Our goals are to show (1) the capabilities of Argumentation in representation and reasoning inconsistent KBs, and (2) how Argumentation enables Explainability in these use-cases (scenarios). For this purpose, we describe in this paper two distinct HI scenarios. Both these scenarios are addressed in the Hybrid Intelligence project (https://www.hybrid-intelligence-centre.nl/) and as such can be considered real-world scenarios. For each use-case (scenario), we conduct the following steps:

- We explore whether inconsistencies can occur in the scenarios and the reasons why the inconsistencies can occur. This step addresses the challenges $C1$ and $C2$.
- We study the use of argumentation by showing how argumentation represents conflicting information and what they explain when solving these problems in Decision-making and Justification. In particular, in the argumentation setting, we show that arguments represent

---

2 According to [30], the saturation of a set of facts $\mathcal{F}$ by $\mathcal{R}$ is the set of all possible atoms and conjunctions of atoms that are entailed, after using all rule applications from $\mathcal{R}$ over $\mathcal{F}$ until a fixed point.
facts of KB and attack relations between the arguments capture conflicting information. Then, we construct an argumentation tree as a dispute tree. Based on the argumentation tree, we provide a dialectical dialogue of explanation to allow interaction with humans. Then, we describe how Argumentation enables Explainability according to what they explain (i.e. providing explanations through Decision-Making and Justification). This step deals with the challenges C3 and C4.

Next, we will introduce the mapping of two use-cases (scenarios) (i.e., Digital Assistant and Biographical data) to the AF, which is the main result of this paper.

4.1. Scenario 1: Digital Assistant - Decision-making with argumentation

Argumentation is highly related to Decision-Making. In fact, it has been stated that Argumentation was proposed in order to facilitate Decision-Making [25]. The contributions of Argumentation are support or opposition of a decision, reasoning for a decision, tackling KBs with inconsistency, and recommendations. In order to illustrate the contributions of Argumentation for supporting Decision-Making problem, we consider the following scenario of Project 9 - AutoAI for dynamic data, in which Project 9 is a sub-project of HI project (https://www.hybrid-intelligence-centre.nl/).

Argumentation is used to explain a decision-making for calendar scheduling of the agents in a Digital Assistant application. Particularly, Project 9 constructs a system to assist employees in calendar scheduling within a company. The system has multiple agents that are independently operating, and each agent is assigned a task to setup a meeting and manage their calendar. The agents work independently and attempt to set meetings through bargaining games. The environment in the system is rarely static: Agents are added and removed, other agents can change their calendar, agents have preference over the offer of the user that they are making and the preference can change over time. Conflicting information among agents may result from dynamic environment. For example, other agents can change their calendar, the system might get conflicting proposals over time. In such system, actions like rescheduling or denying meeting must be explained to the user. Mapping the use-case to the AF is illustrated as follows: Imagine we have the options (1) book this meeting at 10am, (2) do not book this meeting at 10am. The agent schedules the meeting at 10am. Then, we have an argument for booking this meeting at 10am. Unfortunately, the manager got sick, and he will not be able to join the meeting. He postpones the meeting. Then, we have a new argument not to book the meeting at 10am. In the case, the system should explain to staffs why the meeting is postponed. We use temporal datalog, which is introduced in [31], to model the scenario as follows: Consider $\mathcal{K}_2 = \{\mathcal{A}_2, \mathcal{C}_2, \mathcal{F}_2\}$, in which: $\mathcal{A}_2 = \{R_1 : manager(x) \rightarrow bookMeeting(x,y,t_1), R_2 : manager(x) \wedge gotSick(x,sick) \rightarrow cancelMeeting(x,y,t_2), \mathcal{C}_2 = \{C : \forall x,y bookMeeting(x,y,t_1) \wedge cancelMeeting(x,y,t_2) \wedge (t_1 = t_2) \rightarrow \bot\}, \mathcal{F}_2 = \{f_1 : manager(Tim), f_2 : bookMeeting(Tim,meetingA,10am), f_3 : gotSick(Tim,sick), f_4 : cancelMeeting(Tim,meetingA,10am)\}$. In the KB, rule $R_1$ states a meeting is booked by a manager at a certain time $t_1$. Rule $R_2$ represents that if a manager got sick, the meeting is not booked by the manager at a certain time $t_2$. We use Rule C to express the contrary information when booking a meeting. Facts $f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4$ represent instances of the KB.

After translating of the KB into Argumentation framework, an attack relation between two arguments $A_1$ and $A_2$ is used to model contrary information when booking the meeting, where:
A₁ = (\{manager(Tim)\}, \{bookMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am)\}), 
A₂ = (\{manager(Tim)\}, \{gotsick(Tim, sick)\}, \{cancelMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am)\}). Two conflicting arguments represent: A₁ states that the meeting A is booked by the manager Tim at 10am, A₂ states that the manager Tim got sick and the meeting A is not booked by him. And now we construct an argument tree as follows.

\[
A₁ = (\{manager(Tim)\}, \{bookMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am)\}) \\
A₂ = (\{manager(Tim)\}, \{gotsick(Tim, sick)\}, \{cancelMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am)\})
\]

Based on the argumentation tree, a dialogical process between the assistant agent and the user is as follows.

**User:** Why not bookMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am) given that A₁? ³

**Reasoner:** Because cancelMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am) the following constraint is violated:

\[
C : \forall x,y \, bookMeeting(x, y, t) \land cancelMeeting(x, y, t) \rightarrow \bot
\]

**User:** I understood the reason "why the meeting A is not booked at 10am"!

### 4.2. Scenario 2: Biographical data - Justification through argumentation

Justification is a form of explaining an argument, in order to make it more convincing and persuade the opposing participant(s). Justification means that, where with the help of Argumentation and Dispute Trees, we can show how easy it is to justify if an argument is acceptable or not. To demonstrate the Explainability of Argumentation for supporting Justification of an opinion, we analyse the following scenario (The scenario is one of case studies in Project 26 - Knowledge Representation Formalisms for Hybrid Intelligence, which is a sub-project of HI project (https://www.hybrid-intelligence-centre.nl/).

**Query-Answer (QA)** system is another application in HI projects. The application is a part of our work in Project 26. The work investigates a reasoning technique in inconsistent KB for Biographical domain, in which Biographical domain is integrated data from heterogeneous sources can be diverse and change over time [32], to allow interaction with users. A simple example is: A person has birthdays provided from different data sources and his birthdays are different. This leads to inconsistent information about the person’s birthday. Querying in inconsistent knowledge is non-trivial. Additionally, in such QA system, the users need to

³A₁ = (\{manager(Tim)\}, \{bookMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am)\)

⁴A₂ = (\{manager(Tim)\}, \{gotsick(Tim, sick)\}, \{cancelMeeting(Tim, meetingA, 10am)\}) is a counter-argument of A₁.
understand why the answer is accepted for the query and which information of the person’s event conflicts with others. Thus, proving explanation functionalities that enable the users to understand the rationale of an answer is indeed necessary. In our project, we take into account argumentation theory to support the inconsistent-tolerant query answering in inconsistent KBs. We start with a very simple scenario: An user queries "When did Thorbecke die?" that expressed as $Q(x) = \text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke}) \land \text{hasDeathdate}(x)$. The QA system returns an answer "14th Oct 1860" for the query. The user expected that "10th Oct 1860" is also an answer. The user want to understand why "10th Oct 1860" is not the answer of his query.

In what follows, we use Datalog $^+$, which is introduced in [30], to represent a KB of this project as follows: Consider $\mathcal{K} = \{\mathcal{R}_1, \mathcal{C}_1, \mathcal{F}_1\}$ where: $\mathcal{R}_1 = \{R: \forall x \text{Person}(x) \rightarrow \exists y \text{hasDeathdate}(x, y)\}$, $\mathcal{C}_1 = \{C: \forall x, y, z \text{Person}(x) \land \text{hasDeathdate}(x, y) \land \text{hasDeathdate}(x, z) \rightarrow y = z\}$, $\mathcal{F}_1 = \{f_1: \text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke}), f_2: \text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 14/10/1860), f_3: \text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)\}$. In the KB, rule $R$ models the concept of a person who has a death date. Rule $C$ represents fundamental constraints: If a person has two death dates, the death dates coincide. Facts $f_1, f_2, f_3$ express that Thorbecke has death dates that are 14/10/1860 and 10/10/1860 respectively.

We now translate the KB $\mathcal{K}$ into Argumentation framework. In such argumentation setting, we have a set of arguments: $A_1 = \{\{\text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke})\}, \{\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 14/10/1860)\}\}$, $A_2 = \{\{\text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke})\}, \{\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)\}\}$ and $A_1$ attacks $A_2$ since $\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 14/10/1860)$ is in conflict with $\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)$. $A_1$ models a death date 14/10/1860 of Thorbecke and $A_2$ states that Thorbecke has a death date that is 10/10/1860. Then we construct an argumentation tree as follows.

$$A_2 = \{\{\text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke})\}, \{\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)\}\}$$

$$A_1 = \{\{\text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke})\}, \{\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 14/10/1860)\}\}$$

Based on the argumentation tree, a dialogical process that explains to the user is the following:

**User**: Why not $\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)$ given that $A_2$? $^5$

**Reasoner**: Because $\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)$

the following constraint is violated:

$\forall x, y, z \text{Person}(x) \land \text{hasDeathdate}(x, y) \land \text{hasDeathdate}(x, z) \rightarrow y = z$,

**User**: I understood the reason "why 10/10/1860 is not Thorbecke’s death date"!

---

$^5$ $A_2 = \{\{\text{Person}(\text{Thorbecke})\}, \{\text{hasDeathdate}(\text{Thorbecke}, 10/10/1860)\}\}$ is an argumentation where $Q =$
The above example shows the need for explanation facilities to help the user to understand why an answer of the query holds and fails. Through this example, we show how the capabilities of the AF allow interaction with human in the QA system.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we elaborated over the topic of Argumentation in Hybrid Intelligence project. Our goals were to (1) demonstrate the capabilities of Argumentation in representing and reasoning about knowledge of both human and artificial agents in the presence of inconsistency in HI, (2) show how Argumentation enables Explainability in these use-cases (scenarios). For these purposes, we considered two specific and real-world HI scenarios. For each scenario, we analyse to what extent of Argumentation is applicable by clarifying the practical inconsistency types of the HI scenarios that Argumentation can address. We then model particularly the presentation of conflicting information for each scenario based on the form of argument representation. Based on the mapping of the HI scenarios to Argumentation, this work shed light on the capabilities of Argumentation in providing a mechanisms for reasoning and providing explanations that are understandable to humans. The main results of the paper were showed in Section 4.

As future work, we plan to analyse all scenarios of sub-projects, and extend our work for modeling and implementation for the scenarios of all sub-projects. Moreover, our future work may materialize human–machine dialogue from human text dialogues in the HI scenarios, which has not yet received much attention. Causality could be achieved by reasoning over each step that led to a decision and explain why alternatives were left out. Nevertheless, we see that not many works exist that combine Argumentation and causality for this purpose. Therefore, we plan to focus on arguments with commonsense knowledge, an interesting area that has not yet received much attention.
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